Heart rate changes preceding ventricular ectopy in patients with ventricular tachycardia caused by reentry, triggered activity, and automaticity.
Although enhanced sympathetic tone is thought to be proarrhythmic and beta-blockade reduces the risk of sudden cardiac death in survivors of myocardial infarction, the role of the autonomic nervous system in triggering spontaneous ventricular ectopy and ventricular tachycardia (VT) has not been fully elucidated. The purpose of this study was to compare and contrast autonomic tone preceding spontaneous ventricular arrhythmias in patients with reentrant, triggered, and automatic forms of VT. The prevailing model of reentrant VT is based on a triggering beat interacting with a fixed substrate. Within this model, cyclic fluctuations in autonomic tone comprise a "third factor" that may initiate the triggering extrasystoles as well as alter the substrate, facilitating perpetuation of tachycardia. Consistent with this model, adrenergic stimulation can facilitate the induction of reentrant arrhythmias as well as arrhythmias resulting from enhanced automaticity and those caused by triggered activity resulting from cyclic adenosine monophosphate-dependent delayed afterdepolarizations. On the basis of the results at electrophysiologic study, 26 patients with coronary artery disease were identified as having reentrant VT, 11 were identified as having idiopathic VT caused by triggered activity, and 4 were identified as having idiopathic VT caused by enhanced automaticity. Each patient underwent 24-hour electrocardiographic monitoring, and the mean sinus R-R intervals immediately preceding each sinus beat as well as the 15 beats preceding sinus beats, premature ventricular contractions (VPCs), and complex ventricular ectopy (couplet/non-sustained VT) were computed. In addition, high-frequency heart rate variability was determined. Heart rate accelerated before spontaneous ventricular ectopy for all three arrhythmia mechanisms. R-R intervals preceding episodes of complex ventricular ectopy were significantly shorter than the corresponding intervals preceding single VPCs in patients with 'riggered VT [p=0.006 and 0.01, R-R(-1) and R-R(-15), respectively] and in those with reentrant VT (p=0.007 and p=0.05). There were no corresponding differences in high-frequency heart rate variability. R-R intervals preceding single VPCs were significantly shorter than the corresponding intervals preceding sinus beats in patients with automatic VT (p=0.0004 and 0.0001, respectively), which was accompanied by a small reduction in high-frequency heart rate variability (p=0.04). Heart rate accelerates before spontaneous ventricular ectopy in patients with VT. The acceleration is disproportionate to parasympathetic withdrawal, implicating increased endogenous sympathetic tone in the genesis of spontaneous ventricular arrhythmias caused by all three electrophysiologic mechanisms: reentry, triggered activity, and automaticity.